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Abstract. For the problem of fault diagnosis of aircraft oil system, a new method using CLIPS to 
build expert system is presented in this paper. By building Knowledge Base, Infer Engine and using 
CB tool, the relevant software environment is set up. Consequently the fault diagnostic system of 
aircraft oil system is successfully developed .The emulation results prove that the intelligence of 
expert system works perfectly and the faults of oil system are diagnosed exactly and fast, furthermore, 
effective methods of reconstruction can be brought forward in the expert system. It is entirely 
practicable in aircraft oil fault diagnosis system.  

Introduction 

We are concerned here with the experiences of applying expert system to diagnostic fault detection in 
aircraft oil system. Expert System, an important branch of Artificial Intelligence, was developed in 
1960s, and it has been a main stream of fault diagnostic technology during a few past years [1]. It 
includes five parts [2], which are knowledge base; infer engine; data base; explanatory interface and 
knowledge acquisition. Aircraft oil system, an important system of aircraft, affects the aircraft’s 
safety greatly. It is necessary to develop fault detection of aircraft oil system. The future aircraft oil 
system must have the function of fault detection. Through the information of sensors and AI (artificial 
intelligence) the aircraft oil’s fault was detected exactly and timely. By this idea, the paper studied the 
application of expert system to diagnose the fault in aircraft oil system. Using CB (C++ Builder) and 
CLIPS (C Language Integrates Product System) programming tools a digital simulation platform was 
designed. Finally the simulation example shows this simulation platform is a good simulation and test 
tool for aircraft oil system fault detection. 
     We report mainly on our experiences of diagnosing the generic type of fault of aircraft oil system 
through expert system. Based on detailed analysis of aircraft oil system fault pattern, we set up the 
fault tree and ulteriorly build the knowledge base and infer engine, and through the embedded 
programming of CLIPS language, the aircraft oil fault diagnostic expert system (AOFDES) has been 
designed and realized. It proved that the faults are diagnosed exactly; furthermore, effective methods 
of reconstruction can be brought forward in the expert system. 

System Design 

Knowledge Acquisition. The main differences between artificial intelligent expert system and other 
computer software system is the knowledge, on the other hand, the quality and quantity of knowledge 
is the key factor in determining one system’s capability. Therefore, knowledge acquisition is always 
considered as one of the biggest difficulties in designing an expert system. 

The knowledge acquisition methods of the AOFDES are as follows: 
In order to acquire useful diagnostic knowledge and design appropriate inference strategy, we 

analysed a lot of fault traits of aircraft oil system and the fault diagnostic experiences used by 
engineers. In the end, we set up the fault tree [3]. The fault tree includes all of faults in tests and 
outfield practices. The Fig. 1 gives a partial example of fault tree of adding oil system and wasting oil 
system. By analysing the accessories fault handling processes and fault standard, we ulteriorly 
research how to deal with the system faults in order to ensure the aircraft safe. To sum up, the 
knowledge of the AOFDES is composed with Fault Tree, Experiential Knowledge, Fault–handling 
Knowledge and Restructuring Knowledge. 
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Set up Knowledge Base. 
Table of Rules 

Nowadays the most popular expert system style commonly bases on rules. The knowledge is 
ordinarily expressed as rule, and the rule is always composed with two parts (condition and action) [7]. 
The common form is:  

Condition              Action 
This form is accessible and easy to service and conveniently to infer. It is especially suit for 

describing the experienced knowledge and heuristic knowledge. 
Every Crunode and Crunode’s Parent Nodes and one of its Chile Nodes in fault tree denote one 

rule. According to the fault feature of aircraft oil system, we designed the rule table (Table Ⅰ)and 
fact table(Table Ⅱ).  

In the tableⅠ, the first column is rule number, and the other columns indicate the conditions and 
conclusions, which were represented by fact number in the table Ⅱ. In the table Ⅱinformation 
related with the facts is in the other two columns. Every piece of fact only has two meanings, one is 
‘True’, the other is ‘False’, so in the tableⅠand Ⅱ, when the meaning of one condition or a 
conclusion is opposite to the corresponding fact, the number of them will take the negative value of 
fact number. Knowledge Base [5] [6] [7] 

According Table Ⅱand by CLIPS programming, we programmed two fact templates to describe 
the working situations of add oil system and wasting oil system. 

The fact template of add oil system: 
(deftemplate AddOil  

   (slot engine) 
   (slot oilbox) 

(slot caseno) 
   (slot value) 
   (slot variable)) 

 
TABLE Ⅰ

  

Rule Table Structure 
Rule 

number
Condition ... Conclusion 

No. Pn ... C 
 

TABLE Ⅱ 
 Fact Table Structure 

Fact number Content Attribute 
No. … … 

Fig.1. Fault tree of aircraft oil system 

Infer Engine [5][6][7].CLIPS language only supports forward inference strategy, so we adopt the 
forward inference strategy. Some rules of inferences are showed below. 
Modify part suited rule 
(defrule modify-rule-match  

(declare (salience 20) ) 
 (ConfuseOil ?case-variable ?case-value) 
?f<- (rule(ifConfuseOil ?case-variable  
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?case-value and ?rest)) 
=> 

(modify ?f (if ?rest))) 
In this rule, variable ‘?case-variable’ stands for the variable (engine name, oil box name, fact 

number etc. ) corresponding the fact of  expert system. The variable ‘?case-value’ stands for the value 
of variable ‘?case-variable’. 

By editing the rule step by step, not only the fault expressed by the rule was identified, but also 
the rule was deleted lacking of matched existent facts.  
 Remove not matched rule  

When the knowledge does not match the existent fact it will be deleted, as a result, the program 
can execute rapidly and the suited workload will be decreased. 
(defrule remove-rule-no-match  

(declare (salience 20)) 
(ConfuseOil ?case-variable ?case-value ) 
?f<-(rule (if ConfuseOil ?case-variable ~?case-value)) 

=> 
(retract ?f)) 

3)  Find completely matched rule  
The rule ‘modify-rule-match’ modified slot if step by step and rule ‘remove-rule-no-match’ 

deleted the rule useless, in the end, if one rule’s final condition in slot if matches the existent facts, it 
is obviously the expert system found a fault. 

The form of this rule was programmed as follows: 
(defrule rule-satisfied  

(declare (salience 20)) 
(ConfuseOil ?case-variable ?case-value) 
?f<-(rule(ifConfuseOil ?case-variable ?case-value) )then ?engine ?oilbox ?fjname ?fault-type ?

fault-degree)) 
=> 

(retract ?f) 
(assert(fault ?engine ?oilbox ?fjname ?fault-type ?fault-degree))) 
In this rule, when a fault was found, the related knowledge would be deleted, and new fault 

knowledge would be claimed by using function ‘assert’. The fault knowledge expresses the fault’s 
type and the serious degree. 

Results 

We embedded the CLIPS diagnostic parts in the C++ Builder programming tool to establish the UI. 
When one fault emergencies, the expert system will alarm the fault, show the fault information and 
put forward reconstructive suggestions.  
    The related diagnostic flow chart is indicated in Fig.2. It is worth mentioning that the AOFDES is 
one part of aircraft oil management system. we set the quantity of oil increment of preparative 
detection as 100 liters and the quantity of oil increment of lingering detection as 200 liters. At the 
beginning, the expert system will carry through preparative detection and lingering detection. If the 
two processes are natural, oil system begins to add oil. After preparative detection, the system reverts 
to the lingering detection. When the quantity of oil in add oil boxes reaches 200 liters, the quantity of 
oil in Backup Oil Box increases continually, the expert system identifies one fault happened and it 
was likely the add oil valve cannot be closed. At this time, the fault would be alarmed, and the fault 
information would be illustrated in the UI. 
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Fig.2. Flow chart of add oil system 

Conclusions 

The expert system, being a tool to aid the diagnostic process in aircraft oil system, is achievable 
within current hardware and software technology. The simulation results prove that the intelligence 
of expert system works perfectly and the faults of aircraft oil system are diagnosed exactly and fast. 
Furthermore, effective methods of reconstruction can be brought forward in the expert system. 
However the use of expert system is likely to remain somewhat difficult to implement due to the 
difficulty of knowledge acquisition. Facts and rules are available from two different types of sources: 
experiential diagnostic engineer and documented data. At the same time, we have associated 
difficulties in assimilation. The problem here requires vast amounts of information which would be a 
colossal task requiring much time and effort. 
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